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EQUALITIES AND HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE 

CIVIL PARTNERSHIP (SCOTLAND) BILL 

SUBMISSION FROM LOUISE AKROYD 

1. What is your view of the Bill’s approach to achieving equality by making civil 
partnerships available to different sex couples, rather than closing future 
civil partnerships to all couples?   

I am strongly in favour of the Bill’s approach to achieving equality by making civil 
partnerships available to different/missed sex couples. 
 
This is because conventions and vows of the traditional marriage ceremony are at 
conflict with my beliefs and the patriarchal roots do not seem appropriate given my 
world view.  For me, marriage is an institution that does not reflect modern beliefs and 
an equal relationship with my partner because I feel it is rooted in traditional gender 
roles i.e. father giving away the daughter/bride etc.   
  
Despite popular belief, currently co-habiting couples have no legal status in law and 
therefore are not afforded the same rights that married couples and same sex civil 
partners have over each other's legal affairs and therefore do not enjoy the same 
property, inheritance and tax entitlements. The legal benefits of a civil partnership for 
different/mixed sex couples would therefore provide future security.  
  
The recent ruling in the Supreme Court in 2018 said that the Civil Partnership Act 2004 
was discriminatory and incompatible with the European Convention on Human 
Rights. The 2014 "Act" was created to give same-sex couples similar legal and 
financial protection to a marriage. Due to the introduction of the Marriage (Same Sex 
Couples) Act 2013 in England and Wales and the Marriage and Civil Partnerships 
(Scotland) Act 2014, same sex couples now have a choice between marriage or a civil 
partnership. 
  
The Civil Partnership Act 2004 is applicable for the UK and therefore covers both 
England and Wales under Part 2, Scotland under Part 3 and Northern Ireland under 
Part 4.  As it has been ruled in the Supreme Court that the Civil Partnership Act 2004 
is incompatible with the European Convention on Human Rights, I can see no 
justification for not allowing different/mixed sex couples the right to a Civil Partnership.  
  
As the Civil Partnership Act 2004 has now been amended so that two persons who 
are not of the same sex are eligible to form a civil partnership in England and Wales 
(provided that they would be eligible to do so apart from the question of sex) I now feel 
that not only do I not have the same rights as same sex couples, legally in terms of 
Civil Partnerships, I am not being afforded the same rights in Scotland as other people 
living in the UK.  I would therefore be strongly against an approach to closing future 
civil partnerships to all couples. 
  
I would therefore advocate that a Bill in Scotland to achieving equality by making civil 
partnerships available to different sex couples is the correct approach as it would, for 
me, reflect and promote a modern symmetrical partnership based on equality while 
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still remaining individuals but also legally recognise our relationship in law and thus 
provide future legal and financial protection.   
 
I have no comments to make in relation to Questions 2 – 5. 
 
 


